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Abstract 

This paper describes a reliable localisation 
system based on ultrasonic sound, that has been designed 
for an autonomous robot. The robot position and 
orientation within a 10 meter square room can be 
obtained to an accuracy of a few centimeters. The 
system uses cheap, commercially available ultrasonic 
transmitters placed in the environment at known positions, 
and receivers on board the robot that monitor incoming 
pulses. The transmitters send pulses in sequence with a 
designated first beacon sending an identifying signature. 
The transmitters and receivers are not connected 
electrically, which allows a truly autonomous robot to 
operate without any communication with the outside 
world. 

In this paper hardware, algorithmic and software 
aspects of 1he system are discussed. A prototype system 
has been successfully constructed and performs both 
accurately and reliably even in the presence of obstacles, 
ultrasonic reflections, noise and air turbulence rrom air 
conditioning ducts. The prototype takes a few scconds to 
produce each result with all calculations performed by an 
8 hit microprocessor within the receiver on board the 
robot. 

1. Introduction 

The localisation system described in this paper 
has been designed out of necessity, since no other system 
has been available to provide an autonomous robot with 
reliable position and orientation information, to the 
aulhor's knowledge. The overall aims of the autonomous 
robot project [ l ]  are to enable a robot to map the 
environment of a room containing obstacles anti use that 
information to navigate through the room using minimum 
distance (or other measure) paths without colliding with 
obstacles. The research has applications in many fields, 
including domestic service, warehouses, hazardous 
environment work, cleaning, agriculture, mining industry 
and office automation. The work is particularly suited to 
situations where the environment and obstacles are not 
known in advance or may change wilhout notice. Other 
rcsearchers have also contributed to the project with an 

infra-red communication system [2, 31; an infra-red 
mobile range floor based finder [4]; and distance 
transform navigation algorithms [ 1, 51. 

Localisation systcms rcported i n  the literature arc 
not suitable for our application. MELODI [6] is an 
ultrasonic system using on board angular detection of 
three different frequency transmitters i n  the environment. 
The system is susceptible to obstacles blocking beacons; 
accurate to only 1 part in 80; requires 3 rotating arms on 
the receiver and is expensive. Anothcr systcm 171 is 
irnpractical because i t  requires a riismibuted ultrasonic 
microphone to receive waves orthogonally liom a spark 
gap transmitter. An ultrasonic systcm [ 81 lor t rad ing  
robot manipulators provides accuracies of 0.5mm i n  

2000 mm at a sample rate of  300 lfz. However, this 
system requires a high speed conncctioii froin the robol to 
the environment for synchronisation. No such link cm hc 
trailed behind an autonomous robot. 

The localisation systcni tested originally in our 
project [SI employcd dead reckoning based on wlicel 
rotations of the robot and its internally stored orientation. 
This has been found to be unsatisfactory due to the 
wheels slipping and slight errors in orientation 
accumulating with time. Dead reckoning could only tx 
used over short distances and, conscqucntly, an absolute 
position technique was required. 

This paper presents an overview of the system in 
section 1.2. Section 2 gives details of the transniiltcr 
design and timing, and the rcceivcr hardware dcsign IS 

presented in section 3. Section 4 examines algorithm5 to 
solve for the robot position and software dcsign is 

discussed in section 5. Prototype performance is b' riven i n  

section 6. Conclusions are presented in section 7. 

1.2 Ovcrvicw of Systcm 

In order to keep the cost and complexity down, 
the system contains physically separatc rccciver ar id  
transmittcrs. The direct path bctwccn a transrnittcr md 
the receiver is used, and reflections off objects arc 
ignored. 

Since the robot aims to be autonomous, no wires 
betwccn the robot anti the environment can be allowctl. 
This requirement complicates the algorithmic design siricc 
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the times of transmissions cannot be determined in 
acivance by the receiver. Also, the autonomy of the robot 
requires that the position and orientation information be 
available on the robot anti not in the environment. Thus, 
the rccciver is located on the robot. 

The localisalion system consists of ultrasonic 
beacons located in the environment and an intelligent 
receiver on board the rdbot as shown in Fig. 1.  The 
beacons are placcd around the edges of thC cnvironment 
allowing unambiguous position dctcrmination, in contrast 
10 the Loran-C navigation system [ l l ,  131. The beacons 
send pulses in strict time sequence around the room. The 
first beacon needs to be distinguished initially to allow 
the receiver to correctly identify which beacon 
corresponds to a received pulse. This is achieved by 
scnding a double pulse from the first beacon with known 
pulse widths and separation. During initialisation or 
rcsynchronisation of the systcm, these double pulses arc 
sought out. Note that thcrc is no wire connection or 
communication, other than ultrasonic sound, bctwccn the 
bcacons and rccciver. 

r----l 

Ultrasonic 
Receiver 

Array 

Beacon 0 Beacon 1 Beacon 20 
0 

Fig. I Overview of Loctilisation System. 

The beacons’ pulse sequence is controlled by a 
central beacon control module that sends signals to each 
bcacon on a common 4 wire telephone cable. Each 
bcacon circuit is identical, with its sequence number set 
by DIP switches on the board. Fig. 1 shows 6 beacons, 
however this number may be varied from 3 (minimum to 
obtain a position) up to 16 (prototype hardware 
limitation). Each beacon contains circuitry to sense its 
turn to transmit and an asynchronous start 40 Khz 
oscillalor at to drive the ultrasonic transmitting dcvice(s). 
Two transmitters arc employed to achieve sufficient 
angular covcrage for beacons not placed in corners of the 
room (beacons 4 anti 1 in Fig. 1).  

The receiver consists of 8 ultrasonic rccciving 

~ 
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devices placed in an octagon as shown in Fig. 1. The 
signals from the 8 devices are amplificci and filtcrcd 
before being analysed by a microprocessor. The sortw:rrc 
extracts times of arrivals and the idcniity of p~lscs .  
Distance is determined from the speed of sound. The 
position can then bc calculatctl from di\tiI which is thc 
distances to beacons plus an unknown offsct. Also the 
direction of arrival of each pulse is logged so that the 
robot orientation can be dctcrminetl. Tlic softwarc 
ovcrcomes numcrous practical problems to producc 
reliable results. These include: 
(1)  Reflections and ol,)stacles causing indirect paihs 

for received pulses. 
(2) Spurious environmcntd noises, causing invalid 

pulses to be rcccivcd. 
(3) Variation in the spccd of sound due LO 

kmperature and humidity changes. 
(4) Air turbulence causing flucluations . in rcccivcd 

amplitude and ciircction of pulses. 

2. Transnnitter D e s b  

2.1 Control Mcxlulc Timing 

Tlic transniittcr control modulc is rcsponsiblc for 
generating signals to corrcctly scqucnce the firing of the 
beacons. In Fig 2, the timing of beacon firing is shown 
for the 6 beacon configuration employed in the prototype. 
Note that bcacon 0 is itlcntificd by the rcccivcr detccting 
a double pulse. Each puilsc corresponds to a burst of 
40 Khz ultrasonic sound. 

I f  - L c y c l e  ------I 
beacon 0 L A 1  

l e  ‘double: 

beacon 1 n - 

1-1 + I I +  p u  I s e  

bcacon 2 ‘ f i r e  n - 

beacon 4 ‘ ~ r i r c  n - 

1-1 
‘ f i r e  

beacon 3 
I+-l 

1 - 1  
f i r e  n - 

t 
beacon 5 

1 - 1  
‘ f i r e  

Fig. 2 Beacon Firing Sequence. 



2.2 k a c o n  Circuit &si= 

Each beacon circuit and the main control module 
is connected to a common 4 wire telephone cable 
carrying the power supply, reset and strobe signals, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The beacon circuits are all identical 
with DIP switches to set the identity of each beacon (0 to 
15). As shown in Fig. 4, each beacon circuit contains a 4 
bit counter and comparator circuit. The reset line resets 
the counter to zero, and each positive edge of the strobe 
increments the counter. When the counter matches the 
DIP switch settings, the 40 Khz oscillator stxts. The 
ultrasonic transmitter is then driven for the duration of the 
strobe pulse. 

The logic is implemented in CMOS with a 10 V 
supply. The reset and strobe lines are fed into Schinitt 
triggers to filter noise. The oscillator frequency is 
trimmed to resonate the ultrasonic transmitter at 
approximately 40 Khz. Due to the large Q of the 
transmitter, the envelope rise time on the ultrasonic output 
is about 1 msec which corresponds to about 30 cm 
propagation distance. The slow risc lime of the 
transmitter is one of the major contributions to position 
error in the system. The receiver software attempts to 
compensate for the rise time when calculating h e  arrival 
time of a pulse. 

Fig 3 Transmitter Control Struclure. 

reset -+ 

strobe+ 

I I  

2.3 Transmilkr Control Module Circuit 

The transmitter control module circuit has bccn 
implemented with a minimicro (64 180 microprocessor 
card [9]) and an interface board for digital output, line 
drivers and power supply generation, as shown in Fig. 5.  
The tiining of the reset and strobe lines (Fig. 6) IS 

iinpleinented in software relying on the accuracy of the 
crystal oscillator of the microproccssor. This may not bc 
suitable for inass production for economical reasons. In 
the future, the module will be irnplcmcnted with an EPLD 
(Erasable Programmable Logic Device) and cryslal 
oscillator. 

64180 
- 
- 

Proc. 
Board 

vcc 
Inter GND 
-face --+ Keset 

-$ Strobe 

Fig. 5 Transmiller Control Circuit. 

Strobe m n _ r i n _ _ n _ n n  
Ictdouble I I 

f i  r e  

Reset L A  

Fig. 6 Strobe Reset Timing. 

The time t . is assigned a valuc of 216 timer clock tics 

(approximately 150 msec) which proves convenient later 
in the receiver software which runs on an itlcntical 
proccssor. 

fire 

2.3 Selcclion of Beacon Timing Param= 

The firing timing must be vcry accurate since thc 
receiver accuracy depends on a constant inter-beacon 
timc, t ( ic the time bctwcen firing successive 

beacons as shown in Fig. 2). Also care must bc taken in 
determining the value of t As will be sccn in  section 

fire' 

fire' 

Fig.  4 Beacon Circuit. 
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4.3, the receiving algorithms dcpcnd on echoed pulses 
never being received o fer  the next beacon has bccn fired. 
That is, the ultrasonic signal must be below lhe thrcshold 
of the receiver in the worst case when the ncxt beacon 
fires. The worst case is when the centre transmitter wave 



front (thc amplitude attenuatcs at anglcs away from thc 
centre beam) is echoed around the room. The amplitude 
is assumed to dccreasc linearly with distance. This 
corresponds to an inverse square law for Ihc pwcr.  
Thus, to satisfy the condition of bclow threshold reception 
after tfirc wc rcquire: 

Amp1 i f iers - - Analogue 
F i l t e r s  - to 
Envlelope Dig i ta l  
Extr;tction-Converter - 

Minimicro 
64 180 

Microprocessor 
Board 

n 

- 

b 
LI 
s 

b 
it 
S 

- 

< 'thresh 
f i rcavsound 

'fire > - 
t h resh ' sound 

wlicrc V l m  is tlic rcccivcr voltagc at 1 nicter, v is sound 
thc spccd of sound (345 m/sec at room tcmpcraturc), 

is the thrcshold voltage in the receiver, anti a is "thresh 
the cocfficicnt of absorption on each of n rcflcctions. 

Thc dcsirzncr has linritcd freedom of  choice ovcr - 
\I lm and V The sound prcssurc from the thresh' 
transmitting dcvice is fixed by the dcvicc spccification 
and the driving voltage, and so the main controlling 
inllucncc for V is tltc gain of the rccciver circuit. The 

gain cannot be set arbitrarily high sincc saturation occurs 
at 5V in the receiver hardware. Saturation is a problem 
when the receiver attempts to determine the direction of 
arrival of pulses. In ordcr to limit this saturation to a 
tliscancc closer than 2.5 mcters, a v:iluc of 1 2 9  at 1 m 
is employed. 

The receiver threshold VthrCsh is chosen to be 

:ilx)vc thc noisc 11oor and itlcally low enough to rcccivc 
thc sinallcst valid pulse. Thc tlircction charactcristics of 
tire transmitters and receivers and h c  room dimcnsions 
arc crucial in tlic worst case pulse amplitude on rcccptiorr. 
The worst casc scenario for the prototype occurs at a 

distance of 10 meters 45 from ccntrc of the lransmitter 

and 22.5' from centre on receiver device. Thcsc 
combined anglcs prociucc an attenuation of approximalcly 
20 d R  + 3 dB rcspcctivcly or a factor of 14.3. 
Combining this with a distance attcnuation of 10 ovcr 10 
meters gives a rcccived voltage of 123143 or 87 mV. 
Unfortunatcly, the threshold could not be sct this low due 
to noise limitations and a value of 200 mV was choscn. 

fire' 
Obviously, the speed of a measurcmcnt is directly 

1 m 

0 

Another considcration is the constraint on t 

dcpcndcnt on t and with V -87 mV antl a=O, fire thrcsh- 
of 480 mscc which is cquation (1) produces a 

imacceptably high. A compromisc has bcen reachcd with 
'fire 

of 200mV and tfirc of 150 mscc (which implics 'Lhrcsh 
the absorption co0.04 for n=5, which is rcasonablc in 
practice). The choice of this threshold results in some 
loss in pulse reception in the corncrs of thc room, 
however this has provcd not to be a problcni in tlic 
prototype, due to the rcduntlancy in the system. 

The pulse width t must bc sufficient Po 

reliably register wlrcn rise sinti fall timcs of tlrc transmittcr 
are consitlcrcd. Thc ultrasonic transtluccr dutii suggcsls a 
worse case of 2 msec antl !so a 2.5 mscc hils bccn choscn 
for the prototype. Naturally short pulses arc prcfcrrcd to 
prevent overlap of direct and rcflccted pulses during 
reception. The double piilsc scparation time has bccn 
choscn slightly larger lo allow for  easy recognition of 
doublc pulses. The valuc of ttloublc in the prototype is 

5.5 msec. 

pulsc 

3. RECEIVER HARDWARE DESIGN 

3.1 Overview 

The reccivcr consists of four mtxlulcs as  shown 
in Fig. 7. Tlic receivcr array has 8 ultrasonic rcccivcrs 
arranged in an octagon, 50 mni a sidc. Tltc ultrasonic 
receiver outputs are amplified, filtcrcd antl their cnvclopcs 
extracted. A fast 8 channcl multiplcxcd ADC (Analogue 
to Digital Convcrtcr) digitises tltc cnvclopc into 8 bits (or 
processing by the microprocessor. The position and 
orientation information arc calculated in tlic rcccivcr 
software. 

I 1 

Fig. 7 Receiver Block Dingmm. 

3.2 Rcceivcr Array 

The rcceivcr array should bc appraximatcly 
circular so that the samc distancc offsct applics in any  
direction. A constant 'offsct in incasurcmcnts from al l  
bcacons has no cffcct on thc final rcsult, since thc 
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solution is based only on differences in distance to the 
beacons. The pol'arity of each receiver should be the 
same to prevent errors of half a wavelength or 4". 

3.3 Amlome Signal Pmcessing 

The basic gain component is a transimpedance 
amplifier implemented with one opamp out of a LF444 
quad low power opamp IC. The gain-bandwidth product 
of the LF444 is 1 Mhz, and so the gain at 40 Khz is 
around 25. After amplifying, the signal is band pass 
filtered at 40 Khz, with a Q ol 6 and centre gain of 8. 

A half-wave rectifier and envelope filter is then 
applied. The envelope is followed by a peak detection 
circuit. The peak decays with a time constant of 
approximately 0.5 msec. This is shorter than the 2 msec 
fall time of the received envelope. Finally, the signal is 
buffered and clamped with a 4.7 V zener diode to protect 
the ADC. 

An 8 channel multiplexing ADC (AD7828) with 
2.5 psec conversion time has been sclected 10 match the 
receiver array and processing time requirements. The 
AD7828 directly interfaces to the minimicro bus. 

4. ANALYSIS ANI) ALGORITHMS 

This section describes algorithms to calculate the 
position and orientation accurately and reliably. Firstly, 
an iterative technique is prescntcd that finds a solution 
given three beacon measurements which was developed 
with help from [IO]. An error analysis is Illen mentioned 
which enables each set of' three beacon measurements to 
be evaluated for their likely crrors as a function of the 
position. The error analysis allows the redundant 
information of more than three beacon measurements to 
be fully exploited by the localisation system to both 
minimise errors and also to rejcct spurious measurements 
caused by noise or echoes. Finally, a pre-processing 
algorithm is presented that quickly rejects much invalid 
data, saving processing time later and improving the 
reliability of the results. 

4.1 Solution for Three Beacons 

The distance data obtained from beacons cannot 
be used directly since it contains an unknown offset. To 
eliminate this offset, dirferences in distances to beacons 
are used. The locus of points dcfineti by a constant 
difference in distance is a hyperbola. Two hyperbolas 
intersecting define the location of the robot. Thus, data 
from three beacons is required to solve for position. An 
iterative algorithm is described which takes data from 
three beacons and calculates the position of intcrscction 
of the hyperbolas. The beacons are labelled b , b and 

b , the position P and the respective distances to the 

beacons d d and d2. The angles from the x-axis to the 

0 1  

2 

0' 1 

beacons are labelled y , y and y , as shown in Fig. 8. 0 1  2 

Fig.  8 Iterative Algoritlirri for Three Beacons. 

To preserve d 4 we move along the  

hyperbola defined by dl-do. As shown i n  [ l l ] ,  the 

tangent to this hyperbola is in the direction (I+/ 1 +w 0 )/2. 

Suppose we move a smali diskincc 6r towards the 
beacons, then the change in d 1 is dcnotcd 6tl 1 anti 

similarly 6d for d2. 

and vary d -(i 1 0 2 1  

2 

Sd = -6r cos 1 

&ti2 = -6r cos 

7 

Solving for 6r and then resolving in the x direction givcs 

-6(d 1 2  -d ) cospj 
6x = ( 3 )  

The same reasoning can be applied to moving along thc 
hypertmla defined by d 4 constant and varying d 1 -4 0' 2 1  
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Combining the two increments gives 

2 sin ['or"] ____ s i n  'i'lz'z] - 

- 4 ( d  0 1  -d ) cosr?] 

+ 

The expression for 6y is similar. Equation (4) forms tlie 
basis of an iterative algorithm which converges on Lhe 
intersection of the two hyperbolas. Each iteration is not 
exact because the hyperbola is approximated by a straight 
line at each stage. The iterations converge slowest when 
the curvature of a hyperbola is large, as occurs close to 
beacons. Convergence is obtained within a few iterations 
usually. All trigonometric functions are translated into 
square roots, multiplications and divides to achieve higher 
prototype speed. 

4.2 E m r  Analysis 

pulse can never arrive earlier than its true arrival time. 
Late arrivals are expected if an indirect path is taken. 
However, an "early" pulse is impossible from the beacon, 
and must be a consequeince of a pulse sent from an 
earlier time slice. As mentioned in section 2 ,  the firing 
time between beacons is designed to prevent previous 
pulses exceeding the receiver threshold later than their 
time slice. 

The validity check is based on the triangular 
inequality: The sum of lhre distances on two sides of a 

0 triangle must exceed the third. Suppose two beacons b 

and b send pulses to poinit P as shown in Fig. 9. 
(4) 1 

An expression for the solution error as a function 
of measurement error for three beacons and the position 
is derived in [ l l] .  Space limitations prevent presentation 
here. Once this error is estimated, selection and 
weighting of solutions can be systematically undertaken as 
described in section 5.2 below. 

4.3 kla Validation 

The receiver software has to overcome problems 
involving invalid data due to the relatively hostile 
transmission environment. The most common problem 
occurs when a beacon is obscured by fixcd or moving 
obstacles in the room. An indirect path for a pulse can 
be followed and the receiver can then be deceived as to 
the time of flight of the direct path that it is expecting. 
There are three levels at which invalid data such as this 
can be rejected: 

(i) assembly language signal validation 
(ii) low level data validation and 
(iii) high level redundancy checking. 

This section describes thc basis for (ii), whilst (i) is 
discussed in [11] and (iii) is treated in section 5.2. 

A crucial assumption is made regarding pulse 
reception in the following analysis. When waiting for a 
pulse from a particular Deacon, it is assumed that the 

Fig. 9 Receiving Geometry 

From the triangular inequality 

The validation test checks these inequalities. If one fails, 
the appropriate mcasurc:mcnt is ignorcd in later 
processing. Thus if ( 5 )  faiils, for example, Pb has to be 

rejected based on Ihe assumption that a measurement can 
only be too long. 

All possible pairs of beacon data arc checked. 
Every effort is made early, rathcr than later, since data 
rejected at the preprocessing stage saves a large amount 
of high level processing anti also improves Ihe rcliabiliiy 
of the results. 

Data rejected for the coordinate and oricntation 
solution is not ignored in thc rcmaindcr of the validation 
process. Tlic reason is thait tlic invalid (lata cannot catisc 
the rejection of valid data sincc the left hand sick of the 
inequalities can only be tlccrcaseci by the invalid data, 
and thus no false rejection can occur However, the 
invalid data can be still uscful to reject olhcr invalid (lata. 

0 
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5. RECEIVER SOFTWARE DESIGN 

5.1 Overview of Softwarc 

The extemal data consists of 8 bit digitised 
envelope data from the 8 ultrasonic receivers. Two 
timers are available within the processor. Pulses are 
logged for arrival time, duration and amplitude by 
assembly interrupt driven routines. Shared data structures 
with high level C code are used to signal readiness of 
new data for processing into coordinates and orientation. 
Timers 0 and 1 are 16 bits and are configured to interrupt 
on terminal count. Timer 1 is used as llie system time 
keeper, resolving time to approximately 2.5 psec. 
Timer 0 is used to interrupt for general timeout conditions 
and also to activate pulse receiving assembly code. That 
is, pulses are detected by polling the 8 ultrasonic 
receivers until a threshold is exceeded. To minimise the 
wasted processing time, the receive software is activated 
in short time windows when the system expects pulses to 
arrive. The scheduling of receiver interrupts is discussed 
in [ll].  

The start up procedure of the system consists of 
several steps. Hardware is initialised, internal timing is 
synchronised to incoming pulses, receiver interrupts are 
set for the next cycle of 6 beacons and the interrupts are 
then enabled. The high level routines are entered only 
;lfter the receiver synchronises to the double pulse 
signature of beacon 0 and data from the first 6 beacon 
cycle is established. The speed of sound, which can vary 
by several percent [7] due to temperature and humidity 
changes, is then derived from the measurements by a 
calibration routine. This routine uses the inherent 
redundancy in the data to minimise the solution distance 
discrepancy by varying the speed of sound. The speed of 
sound is resolved down to 0.25% on the prototype. This 
calibration technique needs no extra reference devices, in 
contrast to the technique used in [12]. 

The receiver software then operates via interrupts 
and a background high level cycle of data processing. 
The interrupts for the receiver are rescheduled every 
beacon cycle, using information from high level solutions 
when possible. All pulse data in the high level C routines 
is first checked against the triangular inequality to remove 
echoes and other spurious data as early as possible. 
Coordinate information is then calculated by the longsolve 
routine described below. The orientation is then 
calculated using only valid data after longsolve and 
triangular inequality checking. 

5.2 Lonmcilve Pmccdun: 

The longsolve routine has the following as input: 
distance data to all 6 tmcons plus an unknown offset; 
and a set of validity flags for the data set by pulse 
receiving software and triangular inequality checking. 
The routine calculates the position of the robot from a 

carefully weighted average of the best triples of data 
available, rejecting spurious data. For 6 beacons, there 
are 20 possible triples of distance data that can determine 
the position. Some of the 20 possible solutions may be 
invalid due to erroneous data resulting from echoes or 
noise. Fortunately, the high degree of redundancy can be 
exploited to eliminate erroneous data and produce an 
accurate result. The longsolve routine achieves this by 
the following steps: 
1) Use the last least error triple of beacons to 

calculate a "quick and dirty" solution. 
2) IF the robot moved greater than 1 meter since 

last error calculations ?'I IEN recalculate all  
errors for 20 triples. 
Average positions obtained from 7 of least ciror 
uiples using weighls of I/(estimated error) for x 
and y axes. In  the average use each beacon 
distance measurement a preset maximum n u m t x r  
of times (5 in prototype). 

3 )  

4) REPEAT 
IF the maximum, over all triples of 
beacons, of the distance deviation from 

ge is greater than the 
i due to nicasurcincnt 

ove that triple from 
average and try next 
best triple 

error 

UNTIL (no change) OR (only 3 triples left) 
The selection of the preset constants has becn optimiscd 
by simulations [ l l ] .  The above algorithm has becn found 
to have a good ability to reject erroneous solutions 
resulting from echoes and noisy data. The rcjectioll IS 

achieved by examining the ticviation from the weighred 
average of each triple in step 4. 

The inverse error weighting of the solution 
average would give an optimally small error, if the 
solutions were independently Gaussian distributed. 
However, since there are only 5 degrees of frccdoni i n  

the data, this is not the case. In order to improve the 
triple data independence, the number of times a partrciiliir 
beacon measurement is used in different triples IS 

restricled i n  step 3 above. Simulation studies [l I ]  show 
that this restriction improvcs the performance. 

6. PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE 

The coordinates and orientation produced from 
the localisation system can be displayed in real time on a 
scaled map of the laboratory environment. The floor tilcs 
are displayed on the map and a direct comparison can be 
made between the actual physical position of the robot 
and the calculated position. Results were obtained from 
the localisation system consistcntly within 50 mm of the 
physical position over the 10 i n  square laboratory floor. 
The orientation error was within 10 degrees, since pulse 
arrivals arc resolved to 45  degrees only on the prototype. 
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This can be improved later by interpolation between 
reccivers. Further statistical mcasuremcnts were 
pcrformcd on he results to monitor the standard deviation 
OF ttic measured position with a stationary robot. These 
results are summarised below: 

X Y Samples Std Dev. (mm) 
("> x - .Y 

4223 7902 532 8.0 11.0 
4003 4892 1684 6.8 4.3 
7339 5885 639 8.5 5.5 

Each measurement took 3 to 4 seconds on a 8 bit 
microprocessor running at 9.1 1 Mhz. 

Tests were also performed on the dynamic 
performance, by plotting the positions when the robot 
moves in a straight line. The positions lagged behind by 
a fcw seconds but followed the rolmt path almost exactly 
when the speed was limited to 1 m/sec. 

7. CONCIAJSTONS 

A localisation system based on ultrasonic sound 
lias bccn successfully dcsigncd and consuuctcd. Thc 
system performs accurately for coordinate estimation and 
less so for orientation estimation. Thc kcy fcaturcs of ihe 
system arc: 

ability to reject spurious data due to obstacles, 
noise and air turbulence. 
thc calibration for the speed of sound with no 
extra hardware by utilising inliercnt redundancy. 
no intcrconncctions bctwccn the environment irntl 
thc robot, allowing autonomous opcration. 
no audible and little visible impact is made on 
the environment. 
low cost and small size. 
low power consumption and no moving parts. 
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